
OUR MOST POPULAR STVLE!! CCocks
#94 SERIES CASE AND DIAL BYDELWEACO!. German made
all wood case is a very beautiful hand rubbed, Shaded Walnut
finish with brass trim. Size is 16X 9 X 5”. The solid brass bezel
and dial has black numbers on a white dial. EASY TO READ!
Available in the following styles/movements:

#94/QTP Quartz QUAD CHIME by DELWEACO Westmin-
ster, Whittington or St. Michaels 4/4 Chime, or hour and
half/hour Strike. The same chime tunes as the key wound.
Sound very similar to the mechanicals. Chimes each quarter as
well as strikes full hour. This new movement needs not be
programmed - simply turn the hands to the correct time and
chimes will be correct. Quartz accuracy to + or - one minute per
year. Controls for volume, chime selection, auto shut-off and
silent. Uses one D alkaline battery (included) TWO YEAR
GUARANTEE! Retail: $299.95.
Specify #94/QTP & t r f(L\u acount $ I

#94/QBW DELWEACO Chime & Strike. This clock has the
newHermle Bim/Bam Strikeand Westminster Chime movement!
Sounds very realistic! Also has a volumne control ifyou wish to
have it quieter!Plays full 4/4 Westminster Chime; strike the full
hour. OnBim/BamStrike, itwill strikeBim/bam onthe halfhour,
and then Bim/Bam count on the full hour! ALL QBW series
nightime soundreduction, nighttime shutoff, off, every quarter
hour, hour only, and more.! Size: 16x 9 x 5. Uses 2 'C Batteries
(included).GEßMAN Made. TWO YEAR GUARANTEE!
Retail: $299.95

V / t $139.95
#94/QDC Quartz DUAL CHIME by DELWEACO. Chimes
WESTMINSTER or WHITTINGTON each 1/4 hour. Strikes
the fulls hour. Needs not be programmed-simply turn hands to
correct time! Controls for chime selection, volume, auto night
time shut-off. Uses 1 ’C’ battery (included). TWO YEAR
GUARANTEE! Retail: $225.95.
Specify #94/QDC g, . . . /\nf

vLVi.-c ;.//’£

Quartz (Battery) CHIME CLOCKS!

Available in the following styles/movements:

#95 SERIES CASE ANDDIALBY DELWEACO!. German made
all wood case is a very beautiful hand rubbed, Shaded Walnut
finish with brass trim. Size is 16X 9 X 5”. The solid brass bezel
and dial has black numbers on white circles on fancy brass and
white dial! BEAUTIFUL!

#95/QTP Quartz QUAD CHIME byDELWEACO Westmin-
ster, Whittington or St. Michaels 4/4 Chime, or hour
and half/hour Strike. The same chime tunes as the key
wound. Sound very similar to the mechanicals. Chimes each
quarter as well as strikes full hour. This new movement needs
not be programmed - simply turn the hands to the correct time
and chimes will be correct. Quartz accuracy to + or - one minute
per year. Controls for volume, chime selection, auto shut-off
and silent. Uses one D alkaline battery (included) TWO
YEAR GUARANTEE! Retail: $299.95. Specify #95/QTP

tLVt 5169.95!
#95/QBW DELWEACO Chime & Strike. This clock has the
newHermle Bim/Bam StrikeandWestminster Chime movement!
Sounds very realistic! Also has a volumne control ifyou wish to
have it quieter! Plays full 4/4 Westminster Chime; strike the full
hour. On Bim/Bam Strike, it will strike Bim/bam on the half
hour, and then Bim/Bam count on the full hour! ALL QBW
series nightime sound reduction, nighttime shutoff, off, every
quarter hour, hour only, and more.! Size: 16x 9 x 5. Uses 2 ’C’
Batteries (included). GEßMAN Made. TWO YEAR
GUARANTEE! Retail. $299.95

(Dut k J~xLce: $139.95
#95/QDC Quartz DUAL CHIME by DELWEACO. Chimes
WESTMINSTER or WHITTINGTON each 1/4 hour. Strikes
the fulls hour. Needs not be programmed-simply turnhands to
correct time! Controls for chime selection, volume, auto night
time shut-off. Uses 1 ’C’ battery (included). TWO YEAR
GUARANTEE! Retail; $225.95,
Specify #95/QDC

L/-\ Lce $116.95!
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